Semantic query in a relational database using a local ontology construction

Introduction

The use of a structured query formulation language is one way to retrieve information in information management systems. Formulated queries allow the selection of data under particular constraints. In contrast to menu driven or query by example (QBE) information access methods, writing structured queries is a powerful method to access data because it allows end-users to formulate complex database queries. However, this method consequently forces end-users to learn specialised query languages. Therefore, structured query formulation, with the exception of a few visual query generation approaches, is difficult for most end-users. Despite the variety of approaches that exists, three major questions are common when information extraction is requested from available data: (1) what type of request can a specific system handle, (2) how can visual interfaces be provided to generate data requests and (3) how can the user be assisted to formulate queries in order to retrieve more accurate information? Nowadays, information technology has been widely adopted in resolving the first two problems by providing some theoretical and practical solutions using artificial intelligence techniques and graph theories, especially by providing visual tools to generate specific queries. However, in the use of computational techniques, there is inadequate information to provide users with query formulation services using domain ontologies. Laborda and Conrad introduced a representation format for both schema and data information based on Web ontology language (OWL). The advantage of their approach is obvious – relational data is able to be processed for Semantic Web applications using built-in functionality like query languages or reasoning mechanisms. In fact, with their approach, Semantic Web applications no longer need to implement their own in relation to semantic mapping.

In this paper, we propose an approach to learning OWL ontology from data in relational databases. We then investigate the combination of OWL ontology and an exemplary semantic query language – relational database query language (RDQL) – in order to achieve an alternative for ordinary query using structured query language (SQL). In other words, we aimed to determine if combining OWL ontology with such a query language would lead to the same results as a normal relational query would. Because SQL has been extended repeatedly in its expressiveness during the preceding decades, a direct comparison of RDQL and SQL would be unfair. Therefore, the present analysis has been limited to whether the combination of OWL ontology and RDQL is capable of providing the same results as the relational algebra.
Related work

Managing ontology data alone is not a new topic and several systems have been developed during the past years.\(^1\)\(^2\)\(^3\)\(^4\) Some of these systems store ontology data in a file system, making querying such data very difficult.\(^4\) Other systems transform the ontology data into RDF form and store the RDF triples (the subject–predicate–object statements) in a relational database. Processing of ontology-related queries in these systems is typically done by an external middle ware (wrapper) layer built on top of a database management system (DBMS) engine. However, DBMS users cannot reference ontology data directly.

Querying relational data together with their semantics encoded in ontology is an emerging topic that has attracted much attention recently. A method to support ontology-based semantic matching in relational database management systems (RDBMS) using SQL directly has been proposed.\(^5\) In this method, ontology data are pre-processed and stored in a set of system-defined tables. Several special operators and a new indexing scheme are introduced so that a database user can reference the ontology data directly using the new operators. The main drawback of this approach is that semantic queries involving the ontology data are usually difficult to write and costly to process (in terms of both processing time and storage overhead) as a result of the graphical structure of the ontology data and the need for reasoning (i.e. transitive closure computation) on the ontology data.

Calvanese et al.\(^5\) proposed virtual view as a way to represent relational data together with their related ontology data in a relational view. However, there are three requirements in the application of virtual view: (1) language extensions to SQL must support the creation and use of virtual view, (2) the DBMS engine must support native XML data (together with relational data) and the processing of the virtual view related operators and (3) the user must understand the complex ontology data and their relationship with the base relational data completely.

Query by example (QBE) is a well-known concept in the database community. It was first proposed by Zloof in the mid 1970s,\(^7\)\(^8\) as a query language that can be used by database users to define and query a relational database. QBE is quite different from SQL in that it is a graphical query language. Its interface is usually virtual tables where the user can enter commands, examples, etc. Since QBE was presented most of the research on QBE has focused on the enrichment and extension of QBE as a query language and on developing efficient methods for generating and processing the queries defined by the examples.\(^5\)

In commercial database products, QBE is widely used as a graphical front-end for RDBMSs.\(^1\) It is also used as a convenient interface for users to specify queries for image, video and document databases, and various techniques have been studied.\(^3\)\(^4\)\(^5\)\(^6\)\(^7\)\(^8\)\(^9\)\(^10\)\(^11\)\(^12\)\(^13\)\(^14\)\(^15\)\(^16\)\(^17\)\(^18\)\(^19\)\(^20\)\(^21\)\(^22\)\(^23\)

There are two common characteristics in all previous work on QBE: the examples are used to specify a query that will be generated and the generated query is a ‘normal’ query in that all the query conditions (which may be in the form of similarity measures) are defined on the base attributes in the underlying tables.

The semantic QBE problem addressed by Zloof is very different from the traditional QBE problem. Firstly, as a result of the complexity of the semantic information associated with the data in the base relational tables, the real query associated with the user’s intention which is specified by the input examples is difficult (or impossible) to capture by a traditional SQL query. Secondly, in the described problem, the underlying ‘query’ is defined not only by the base attributes in the relational table, but also by the semantics of the base data encoded in the ontology and the connections between the relational data and the ontology data.

First phase: Local ontology construction

Databases include conceptual models and information resources that together can be taken as the conceptualisation repository of ontology. Based on analyses of the formal corresponding relationships between relational databases and OWL ontologies: a relational database contains several tables, a table contains several fields and records are the collection of a field’s value, whereas an OWL ontology contains several classes, a class contains several properties and instances are the collection of property values. The formal corresponding relationships between tables, fields and records in relational databases and classes, properties and instances in OWL ontologies make it possible to convert one schema to another. The corresponding relationships between relational database components and ontology components are shown in Figure 1.

The use of existing relational databases to generate ontology automatically is the main objective of the proposed approach, in order to reduce the manual tedious work, save developing time and improve the efficiency of ontology. The building of a local ontology architecture from a relational database (Phase 1) is shown in Figure 2.

FIGURE 1: Relational database components and their corresponding ontology components.
Construction of a local ontology from a relational database includes the following steps:

- Extraction of metadata from the relational database by Java database connectivity components
- Analysis of the metadata from Step 1 and transfer of the database model to the ontology model by transformation rules
- Transfer of the ontology model to the OWL ontology by the Jena framework.

**Ontological representation of an entity containing domain metadata**

As shown in Figure 3, an entity type E (containing domain metadata) in a relational schema R(E) is represented as a class in the ontological model. Here, each distinct column value is stored as a subclass of the entity class. An object property is created which points to the class as a property range. This rule is only applicable to a standalone entity and does not apply for the representation of domain metadata based on other cardinal relationships (e.g. one-to-one or one-to-many).

**One-to-one relationships**

In one-to-one (1:1) relationships, R is a relationship in a database D that links an entity type E1 in D to the entity type E2 in D, with P1 as the primary key of E1 and P2 as the primary key of E2; and R is a one-to-one relationship type between the entity types E1 and E2. Figure 4 shows entities E1 and E2 in a relational schema R(E). Here, both R(E1) and R(E2) contain domain metadata and there is a one-to-one relationship from R(E1) to R(E2). In such a situation, both R(E1) and R(E2) are required to be represented as ontology classes.

For an ‘is-a’ relationship as shown in Figure 4a, each column value (i.e. col-3) stored as a foreign key value is represented as a subclass (i.e. class-11, class-12 etc.) of the parent entity class. In this way, all of the R(E2) entities are represented under a generalised class (class-1). The parent class (class-1) is defined as a range class for the related object property in order to have each foreign key value mapped to a common object property. In addition, similar entities could be further defined under one generalised parent class, if needed. An example of such a situation, shown in Figure 4a, is ‘Antibiotic drugs’ as the parent class and the drug ‘Actinomycin’ as an (is-a) antibiotic drug.

For all other types of ID relationships, as in Figure 4b, an ontology class (class-2) is created for entity type R(E2) and the column values (i.e. col-3) stored against each foreign key...
are mapped to a subclass (i.e. class-21, class-22 etc.) of the entity type class (class-2). In order to link class-1 (primary key values) with class-2 (foreign key values), object properties are used. In order to support the relationship between domain entities within the ontology, each subclass of class-2 (i.e. foreign key column values) is linked to an object property (i.e. objprop-21, objprop-22 etc.). All these object properties are defined by a generalised property (object property-2). Here, the individual properties (objprop-21, objprop-22 etc.) link the subclasses of class-1 (i.e. subclass-11, subclass-12 etc.) to the subclasses of class-2 (i.e. subclass-21, subclass-22 etc.) through property domain and range relationships. This is how the links are established between primary key row instances (for which the corresponding class is defined as a domain class) and foreign key row instances (for which the corresponding class is defined as a range class). An example of such a situation, as shown in Figure 4b, is a country ‘France’ that has a (has-a) capital ‘Paris’.

One-to-many relationships

In Figure 5, both R(E1) and R(E2) contain domain metadata and there is a one-to-many (1:M) relationship between R(E1) and R(E2). This situation is similar to 1:1 mappings, with the only major difference being the ontological representation of foreign key values for entity R(E2).

In the case of an is-a relationship, as shown in Figure 5a, the column values (i.e. col-3) stored against a foreign key are represented as subclasses of the parent entity class (i.e. class-111 and class-112 for class-11 and class-121 for class-12 etc.). For all other types of ID relationships, as in Figure 5b, column values (e.g. col-3) stored against one common foreign key are represented under a parent class having these values as subclasses (i.e. class-211 and class-212 are defined as subclasses for class-21 etc.). The parent classes (i.e. class-21, class-22 etc.) are represented by one generalised class (class-2) of R(E2). Here, the object properties are created for each distinct foreign key value. All of these object properties are defined by a generalised property (object property-2). Individual properties (objprop-21, objprop-22 etc.) link the subclasses of class-1 (i.e. subclass-11, subclass-12 etc.) to the subclasses of class-2 (i.e. subclass-21, subclass-22 etc.) through property domain and range relationships. This is how links are established between primary key row instances (for which the corresponding class is defined as a domain class) and foreign key row instances (for which the corresponding class is defined as a range class). An example of such a situation, as shown in Figure 5b, is a country ‘France’ that has cities ‘Paris’, ‘Lyon’ etc.

Many-to-many relationships

In many-to-many (M:N) relationships, R is a relationship in a database D that links an entity type E1 in D to the entity type E2 in D, with P1 being the primary key of E1 and P2 being the primary key of E2; R is a many-to-many relationship type mapped to a schema relation denoted by R(R) = P1 U P2.

Figure 6 shows the entities E1 and E2 in a relational schema R(E) with a many-to-many relationship between them. In
such a situation, only the entity types R(E1) and R(E2) are represented in the ontology as classes. In practice, the day-to-day transactions are stored with such R(R) relations. Such relationships are not stored in the ontology as classes because we do not store transactional data in the ontology; instead the entity-related domain metadata are used to query such transactional data.

Database to ontology mapping for data columns

In OWL-DL, property restrictions can be applied to both data type properties (properties for which the value is a data literal) and object properties (properties for which the value is an individual). Here, ‘object properties’ link individuals to individuals and ‘data type properties’ link individuals to data values.

In the proposed method, table columns for which values are data literals and do not contain domain metadata or semantics are transformed into data type properties. This transformation is because the table columns that contain domain metadata or semantics are defined by class or subclass relationships or by linking them with object properties. Therefore, in order to specify ontology restrictions on data values, for each of the selected table columns, a data type property is created which links to the related ontology class as rdfs:domain. In such a case, the rdfs:range data type of the ‘data type property’ is defined according to the column data type. Examples of such data columns in the medical domain are: ‘patient’s registration year’, ‘patient’s disease duration’, ‘patient’s height’, ‘patient’s weight’ etc. In these examples, the rdfs:domain class is ‘patient’.

Figure 7 shows an entity E in a relational schema R(E) with the attributes 1, 2, ..., n Col Col Col belonging to entity E. Here, R(E) is represented as an ontology class E and columns (i.e. 1 2 , , , n Col Col Col ) are represented as data type properties (i.e. 1 2 , , , n Data Type Property Data Type Property = -- Data Type-- Property ) with class-E defined as rdfs:domain. The rdfs:range data type for these ontology properties is defined by the columns (1 2 , , , n Col Col Col) data type. Such a transformation of data columns can be validated by applying a reverse transformation, that is, by converting ontology data type properties to relational database table columns. Here, all data type properties are parsed in a series. For each parsed data type property, a database table is located similarly to the rdfs:domain value for data type property, and a data column is created with the name of that property.

Second phase: Semantic query

By creating an automatic transformation mechanism from data stored in relational databases into a representation, which can be processed by almost any Semantic Web application, all kinds of legacy data stored in relational databases become an integral part of the Semantic Web. As a result, Semantic Web applications needing access to data stored in relational databases no longer need to query these databases using relational query languages. These applications can use preferred query languages like RQL, RDQL or Xcerpt, as long as the chosen query language provides the required expressiveness. In the present work, RDQL as a representation is analysed for all RDF query languages, because RDQL is supported by the Jena framework and has been submitted to the W3C. All queries presented in this paper have been verified using the
Jena implementation of RDQL. Nevertheless, any RDF query language could be evaluated accordingly. In the current phase, the local ontology built from a previous phase is used, as shown in Figure 8.

Therefore, in this study, we investigated whether all the possible queries on the original relational database can be expressed using RDQL on the Relational.OWL representation of that specific database. In fact SQL has developed throughout the years from a simple query language based on relational calculus to a powerful language for integrating data from across multiple data sources. Hence, we compared the expressiveness of RDQL with only relational algebra and not with SQL (i.e. to determine if RDQL is relational complete). The comparison was based on a simple database containing personal and contact information of, for example, business partners. It consisted of the following two relations: Address (AddressID, Street, ZIP, City, CountryID) and Country(CountryID, Name).

There are various positions on how to verify the relational completeness of a query language; we followed the method of Choupo et al. regarding the set of relational operations ($\sigma$, $\pi$, $\cup$, $\neg$, $\times$). We also included the join operation realisation with RDQL because it is one of the most important operations of relational queries. As RDQL is not closed, that is, the result of an RDQL query is not an RDF triple but a list of possible variable bindings, a direct comparison to the relational algebra, which itself is closed, may in some cases be slightly imprecise.

**Selection**

One of the basic operations of the relational algebra is the selection $\sigma$. The expression

$\sigma$ Name='Australia'(r(Country))

would therefore select all tuples of the Country relation where the attribute Name equals Australia. Because an OWL:Class has been created for each relation in the database, a similar constraint for the objects of this class should be applied to obtain the corresponding result with the Semantic Web version of our database. A possible RDQL query is

SELECT ?x, ?y, ?z
WHERE (?x, rdf:type, dbinst:COUNTRY) (?x, dbinst:COUNTRY.NAME, 'Australia') (?x, ?y, ?z)
USING dbinst for [...] rdf for [...] rd for [...] 

The RDQL query representing the selection contains three main clauses – SELECT, WHERE and USING. As RDQL is not closed, the three variables (?x, ?y and ?z) can be included in the SELECT clause from which a valid RDF triple can be created. In the first line of the WHERE clause the result set is restricted to contain only objects of the type dbinst:COUNTRY having their origin in the Country relation of our database. The actual selection is performed in the next line, where we enforce the value of the property dbinst:COUNTRY. NAME of all the objects represented by the ?x variable to be Australia. The last line of the WHERE clause is required to select the entire set of triples describing the classes that fulfil the conditions described above. Both the rdf and the dbinst prefixes are defined in the USING clause and represent the commonly used prefixes for RDF and the uniform resource identifier (URI) for the schema of the database, respectively. Because the same prefix definitions are used in the remaining RDQL queries, they need not be described again.

**Projection**

Selection of the relevant attributes of a relation with the projection operation $\pi$ is possible. Thus the following expression means that the Street and City attributes are selected from the Address relation:

$\pi_{\text{Street,City}}(\sigma(\text{Address})).$
Unlike for SQL, the SELECT clause of RDQL cannot be used for the projection. It must be performed using the AND clause where more complex constraints can be provided.

\[
\text{SELECT } ?x, ?y, ?z \\
\text{WHERE } (?x, \text{rdf:type, } \text{dbinst:ADDRESS}) \\
(\neg (?y \text{eq dbinst:ADDRESS.COUNTRYID})) \land \\
(\neg (?y \text{eq dbinst:ADDRESS.CITY})) \\
\text{USING dbinst for [...]}
\]

\[
\text{rdf for [...]}
\]

As for the query described above, the result set is restricted to objects of the \text{dbinst:ADDRESS} type in the \text{WHERE} clause. The actual projection is performed in the AND part of the query, where the properties of the result triples (i.e. \(?y\)) are required to be either \text{dbinst:ADDRESS.STREET} or \text{dbinst:ADDRESS.CITY}. The result is a list of all the triples containing city or street information within an address object.

**Set union**

The union \(\cup\) operation unifies two union-compatible relations.\(^{25}\)

The expression

\[
\pi_{\text{CountryID}}(r(\text{ADDRESS})) \cup \pi_{\text{CountryID}}(r(\text{COUNTRY}))
\]

therefore unifies all tuples from the \text{CountryID} attribute in the \text{Address} with those of the \text{Country} relation. If the query of the Semantic Web representation of the database using RDQL is required, one first needs to perform the projection within the AND clause to restrict the \(?y\) variable to both \text{COUNTRYID} attributes. The restriction to both classes is done in the remaining two lines of the AND clause.

\[
\text{SELECT } ?x, ?y, ?z \\
\text{WHERE } (?x, \text{rdf:type, } ?a) \\
(\neg (?y \text{eq dbinst:ADDRESS.COUNTRYID})) \land \\
(\neg (?y \text{eq dbinst:ADDRESS.COUNTRYID})) \land \\
(\neg (?a \text{eq dbinst:ADDRESS})) \\
\text{USING dbinst for [...]}
\]

\[
\text{rdf for [...]}
\]

This RDQL query therefore returns all \text{COUNTRYID}s originating in both the \text{dbinst:COUNTRY} and \text{dbinst:ADDRESS} objects (i.e. the same result as our expression of the relational algebra).

**Set difference**

In order to obtain all the tuples contained in one relation and not in a second relation, the set difference \(\setminus\) has been used. Therefore, the expression

\[
\pi_{\text{CountryID}}(r(\text{COUNTRY})) \setminus \pi_{\text{CountryID}}(r(\text{ADDRESS}))
\]

returns all existing \text{CountryID}s never used in the \text{Address} relation. The projection has been introduced only to obtain union compatibility.\(^{30}\)

Within the corresponding RDQL query, objects of the type \text{dbinst:COUNTRY} are represented by the variable \(?a\) and the \text{dbinst:ADDRESS} objects are represented by \(?x\). The set difference constraint is specified in the \text{AND} clause which refers to the values of both \text{COUNTRYID} properties assigned to the variables in the \text{WHERE} clause.

\[
\text{SELECT } ?b \\
\text{WHERE } (?a, \text{dbinst:COUNTRY.COUNTRYID}, ?b) \\
(\neg (?a, \text{rdf:type, dbinst:COUNTRY}) \\
(\neg (?x, \text{dbinst:ADDRESS.COUNTRYID}, ?y) \\
(\neg (?x, \text{rdf:type, dbinst:ADDRESS}) \\
\text{AND } (?b \text{eq } ?y) \\
\text{USING dbinst for [...]}
\]

\[
\text{rdf for [...]}
\]

Similarly to the queries presented above, this RDQL query returns exactly the same information as its corresponding relational algebra expression.

**Cartesian product**

The Cartesian product \(\times\) unifies two relations into a new relation containing the complete set of attributes from the two original relations. The values of this relation are a combination of all tuples of the first relation and all tuples of the second relation. The expression

\[
r(\text{Country}) \times r(\text{Address})
\]

therefore corresponds to a relation containing all attributes from the \text{Country} relation and all those from the \text{Address} relation. The original attributes are renamed to guarantee their uniqueness.\(^{25}\) The number of values corresponds to \((m \times n)\), where \(m\) is the number of values in the first table and \(n\) is the number of values in the second table.

The definition of a Cartesian product within the Semantic Web is more complex than it seems at first glance. Melnik\(^{31}\), for example, does not mention a Cartesian product of RDF triples or Semantic Web objects within his RDF algebra. Intuitively, the Cartesian product of two sets with \(m\) and \(n\) objects would be to create \((m \times n)\) new objects containing the properties of two objects, one of each set respectively.\(^{32}\)

As RDQL is not closed and the objects resulting from an RDQL query cannot be received, the Cartesian product should be expressed differently. There are two main options for expressing the Cartesian product. Both are as close as possible to the Cartesian product of the relational model.

The first option returns all possible combinations of two properties, each from a different set of objects (i.e. one property from the \text{dbinst:COUNTRY} and one from the \text{dbinst:ADDRESS} objects) at a time:

\[
\text{SELECT } ?a, ?b, ?c, ?x, ?y, ?z \\
\text{WHERE } (?a, ?b, ?c) \\
(\neg (?a, \text{rdf:type, dbinst:COUNTRY})
\]
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(=X, ?y, ?z)
(=X, rdf:type, dbinst:ADDRESS)
USING dbinst for [...] rdf for [...] The second option returns a list of all properties contained in any object of the dbinst:COUNTRY and dbinst:ADDRESS classes.
SELECT ?x, ?y, ?z WHERE (?x, ?y, ?z)
(=X, rdf:type, ?a)
AND (?a EQ dbinst:COUNTRY) ||
(?a EQ dbinst:ADDRESS)
USING dbinst for [...] rdf for [...] Intuitively, this query seems to be more adequate than the one mentioned above. However, it is very similar to the RDQL query in which the set union is expressed. The main difference between both queries is the restriction in the union query.

(Equi-)join
The most important relational operation is indeed the join operation ∞ introduced by Trinkelunas and Vasilecas31. The θ join of two relations R1 and R2 relating to their attributes B1 and B2 is the concatenation of the attributes of R1 and R2, including their corresponding values, whenever attribute B1 and B2 correlate with the θ condition. If θ = =, the join operation is called equi-join. As the join operation usually is stated in terms of the Cartesian product,31 the translation of the join operation to RDQL may help to decide which of the two possibilities previously described should be considered the Cartesian product RDQL equivalent.

The two relations Address and Country can be joined with the expression
r(Address) ∞ CountryID=CountryID r(Country).
Contrary to the natural join, the resulting relation contains all the attributes from the first and second relations, including both CountryID attributes.
Once again, as RDQL is not complete, an exact equivalent query to the expression of the relational algebra just mentioned cannot be found. However, similar constraints can be expressed for both dbinst:COUNTRY and dbinst:ADDRESS objects in the corresponding relation.
SELECT ?a, ?d, ?e WHERE (?a, ?d, ?e)
(?a, rdf:type, ?c)
(?s, rdf:type, dbinst:COUNTRY)
(?x, dbinst:COUNTRY.COUNTRYID, ?y)
(?r, rdf:type, dbinst:ADDRESS)
(?r, dbinst:ADDRESS.COUNTRYID, ?s)
AND (?c EQ dbinst:COUNTRY) ||
(?e EQ dbinst:ADDRESS) &&
(?y EQ ?s) &&
((?x EQ ?a) || (?r EQ ?a)) USING dbinst for [...] rdf for [...] For expressing the required join condition between both classes, at first, a free result variable ?a is defined. The objects of the dbinst:COUNTRY class are bound to ?x and those of the dbinst:ADDRESS class are bound to ?r. The values of the relevant COUNTRYID attributes are bound to ?y and ?s correspondingly. The remaining relation between these bound and unbound variables is specified in the AND clause, where the result set is restricted to either a dbinst:COUNTRY or a dbinst:ADDRESS object. The actual equality condition for the values in ?y and in ?s from the join condition is given in the next line. The free variable ?a is finally bound to the result set in the last line of the AND clause.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Person name</th>
<th>First name</th>
<th>Last name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>John Smith</td>
<td>John</td>
<td>Smith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matt Jones</td>
<td>Matthew</td>
<td>Jones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Jones</td>
<td>Sarah</td>
<td>Jones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Becky Smith</td>
<td>Becky</td>
<td>Smith</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 1: An example of a vcard table.

FIGURE 9: The Web ontology language (OWL) ontology corresponding to the vcard table in Table 1.
As to which of the queries described above should be considered as the RDQL equivalent of the Cartesian product remains undecided. However, the query defined in this section certainly indicates the second alternative, where a free variable is created. This question is likely to remain unanswered until the queries of RDQL can be referred to as closed.

Implementation

We propose to implement the method in two phases:

- Phase 1: transform a relational database to OWL ontology
- Phase 2: perform a semantic query on the local ontology built from Phase 1

Phase 1: Transform a relational database to an OWL file

In order to implement the transformation from a relational database table to an OWL file, we propose a method using RDQL. The proposed method is implemented in Java and is based on the Jena application programming interface (API). Table 1 and Figure 9 together illustrate the use of transformation rules to export data on a vcard table from a database named vcard into OWL ontology. Table 1 shows the vcard table and Figure 9 shows the corresponding OWL ontology.

Phase 2: Perform a semantic query on the local ontology

Jena APIs are used for manipulating RDF graphs and OWL files. Jena is a Java class library, and is composed mainly of APIs and SPIs (system programming interfaces). This API provides an interface for the Semantic Web application developer that makes it an ideal programming toolkit when the OWL file should be processed. In the OWL API, the key OWL package for the application developer is com.hp.hpl.jena.ontology.owl. This package contains interfaces for representing models, resources, properties, literals, statements and all the other key concepts of OWL, and a ModelFactory for creating models. Figure 10 shows a semantic query on a vcard table using OWL ontology built from Phase 1.

A comparison of existing methods with the proposed method is shown in Table 2.

Conclusion and future work

One of the major requirements of ontology-assisted query formulation systems and for performing semantic queries on a relational database is the formulation of a domain ontology which includes a definition of domain metadata, relationships and knowledge of the ontology. In this regard, an ontology modelling approach has been identified which transforms domain metadata and relationships into the ontology schema to assist in the query formulation process. Once the basic structural elements of the domain ontology are defined, they are further enriched with domain knowledge. Moreover, in order to generate relational query statements as per the underlying database schema structure, ontology database mappings are expressed as a set of correspondences that relate the vocabulary of a relational model (table/relational database) with the ontology model (concept, property etc.). The method proposed here involves two main phases. In the first phase, a local ontology is constructed from a relational database. In the second phase, a semantic query in a relational database is simulated and implemented using RDQL. RDQL can be considered as a real alternative to the commonly used SQL access to relational databases.

There is scope for extending this work by querying distributed relational databases on the Semantic Web using a global ontology. In order to achieve this goal, we propose that

```java
import com.hp.hpl.jena.rdf.model.*;
import com.hp.hpl.jena.util.FileManager;
import com.hp.hpl.jena.vocabulary.*;
import java.io.*;
/** selecting the VCARD resources
 public class query { 
 static final String inputFileName = “v1.rdf”;
 public static void main(String[] args) {
 // create an empty model
 Model model = ModelFactory.createDefaultModel();
 // use the FileManager to find the input file
 InputStream in = FileManager.get().open(inputFileName);
 if (in == null) {
 throw new IllegalArgumentException( “File: “ +
 inputFileName + “ not found”);
 }
 // read the RDF/OWL file
 model.read(in, “”);
 // select all the resources with a VCARD.FN property
 ResIterator iter = model.listSubjectsWithProperty(VCARD.FN);
 if (iter.hasNext()) {
 System.out.println(“The database contains category for:”);
 while (iter.hasNext()) {
 System.out.println(“” + iter.nextResource());
 System.out.println(““ + iter.nextResource().
 .getAsResource().
 .getRequiredProperty(VCARD.FN))
 .getString() );
 } else {
 System.out.println(“No vcards were found in the database”);
 }
 }
}
```

FIGURE 10: A Jena semantic query on a vcard table using a Web ontology language (OWL) ontology.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Relationship</th>
<th>Data transform</th>
<th>Implementation</th>
<th>Semantic query</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Astrova et al.12</td>
<td>Auto</td>
<td>1:1</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xu et al.1</td>
<td>Semi-auto</td>
<td>1:1</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSERD3</td>
<td>Semi-auto</td>
<td>1:1</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OWLFROMDB13</td>
<td>Auto</td>
<td>1:1</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed method</td>
<td>Auto</td>
<td>1:3, 1:N, 1:M</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
a local ontology should first be built from a local relational database and then all local ontologies can be integrated into a global ontology.
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